WRJ-RAC Reproductive
Justice Campaign
Social justice has been a key priority for the Reform Jewish Movement throughout its history.
Women of Reform Judaism (WRJ) has been a partner in this work throughout its 100+ years and has
taken the lead on issues of particular concern to women. The Religious Action Center of Reform
Judaism (the RAC) is the hub of Jewish social justice work, mobilizing and organizing communities to
create a world of justice, compassion, and peace. Together, WRJ and the RAC educate and mobilize
our members to be effective advocates for our progressive Jewish values as we pursue the crucial
work of tikkun olam: repairing our world.
Our progressive voice has never been more important than it is now,
at this moment in history!
As part of the RAC’s Brit Olam, and made possible through WRJ’s Social Justice Fund, the WRJ-RAC
Reproductive Justice Campaign (RJC) will provide the organizing structure for Reform
congregations, women’s groups, and individuals to take collective action.
With your help, we will mobilize our communities to secure our reproductive rights by training
activists to be strategic and effective advocates. We will fight state and federal efforts that restrict
access to abortion. And we will advocate for policies that restore health and dignity to women as
moral agents of their own medical and health care needs.
Through the Reproductive Justice Campaign we will…
 Produce advocacy tools such as Action Alerts, Jewish textural resources, and testimonials.
 Provide a congregational toolkit for organizing and mobilizing an advocacy team.
 Monitor state and federal laws that would diminish access to reproductive health services.
 Alert activists to engagement opportunities for both advocacy and direct support.
 Provide educational webinars and networking opportunities for activists.
 Conduct trainings and learning sessions at Reform Movement conferences and gatherings.
 Network with key coalitions for federal and state-wide training and advocacy.

Click to Donate: https://donorbox.org/wrjrepro
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